UK trainee experience in interstitial lung disease: results from a British Thoracic Society survey

ABSTRACT
Interstitial lung disease (ILD) is a growing field of respiratory medicine in which novel therapies are emerging. It is important that trainees gain competence and confidence in this area. To explore the training experiences of specialty trainees, we conducted a survey of their practical experience and confidence in diagnosing and managing ILD.

Interstitial lung disease (ILD) is a growing field of respiratory medicine in which novel therapies are emerging. The provision of services varies across the country, as evidenced by the British Thoracic Society (BTS) ILD survey in 2011.1 It is important that trainees gain competence and confidence in this area. To explore the training experiences of specialty trainees, we conducted a survey of their practical experience and confidence in diagnosing and managing ILD. Please see online supplementary files for questionnaire content and survey methodology.

RESULTS
There were 104 respondents out of a possible 574. There were no gross variations in the seniority or geography of respondents. The majority (67%) were working in teaching hospitals at the time of the survey.

A significant proportion of respondents (33%) were not expecting any subspecialty clinics in ILD during the course of their training. Forty-two per cent of trainees expect to spend 3 months or less attending specialist clinics. While the majority of trainees will experience ILD multidisciplinary teams (MDTs), their attendance is not guaranteed, with 45% expecting to attend fewer than half of MDTs during their period in specialist ILD hospitals.

The majority of trainees are trained in performing both bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) for cell differential analysis (73%) and transbronchial biopsies (84%); however, only 48% are confident of performing a transbronchial biopsy.

While 94% and 78% of respondents are confident interpreting gas transfer and 6-minute walk tests, respectively, the confidence interpreting more specialist tests is much lower (cardiopulmonary exercise testing 21%, cell differential from BAL 38%).

The self-rated knowledge in a range of subject areas was assessed and demonstrated that most areas were moderately well understood; however, knowledge of the rarer diseases was rated lower.

The majority of trainees (54%) felt that their ILD training was inadequate preparation for the specialty certificate exam. Ninety-four per cent would value a BTS short course on ILD to improve their knowledge and confidence.

DISCUSSION
This survey highlights the areas where there are clear opportunities to enhance the training of registrars in ILD. There are a significant number without subspecialty exposure during their training, and attendance at ILD MDTs appears sporadic. It is notable that some of the data conflict with previous BTS surveys in this area, and self-selection bias in our population is possible, skewed towards more interested trainees.

While most trainees are trained in performing necessary procedures, their confidence interpreting results of common investigations in ILD is low. To give evidence of training and competence in this area, deaneries may wish to consider requesting logbook evidence of procedures related to ILD (BAL for cell differential, transbronchial biopsies), in addition to evidence of ILD MDT attendance.

Where possible, it would seem sensible for deaneries to ensure rotation through hospitals with expertise in the subspecialist management of ILDs with a clear desire to optimally train registrars. This is especially pertinent given the recent advances in the management of ILD, including new antifibrotic medications such as pirfenidone and the immunosuppressive approaches to connective tissue disease-related ILD. These treatments are, and will probably remain, confined to specialist centres, thereby limiting trainee exposure.
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Appendix 1 – Methodology

A survey was constructed to examine training provision in ILD. Respondents were invited to respond to a variety of multiple choice questions along themes of training opportunities and trainee experience/confidence in various aspects of ILD (see Appendix). This was disseminated to BTS trainee members via the society’s mail-list in November 2013 with a further reminder email sent in December 2013.
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Appendix 2 - Interstitial Lung Disease Training experience questionnaire

- Training year
- Deanery
- Hospital – [DGH/Teaching hospital] Training
- Do you have any exposure to subspecialty ILD clinics during ST3+ training? [Y/N]
- How much total time have you spent/do you expect to spend attending ILD Specialist clinics during your training? [0-1 month/1-3 months/3-6 months/>6 months/don’t know]
- During your rotations do those hospitals have ILD specialist MDTs that ST3+ can attend? [Y/N]
  - How often is it scheduled? [weekly/fortnightly/monthly/less frequent]
  - And for how many months do you attend these MDTs? [0-1 month/1-3 months/3-6 months/>6 months/don’t know]
  - How often are you able to attend (approx %)? [<25%/25-50%/50-75%/>75%]
- Do any of your rotational hospitals have joint respiratory/rheumatology MDTs that ST3+ can attend? [Y/N]

Bronchoscopy
Have you been trained in/are you confident:

- Performing BAL for subsequent cell differential analysis [Y/N]
- Performing transbronchial biopsy [Y/N] With regard to ILD are you confident interpreting (tick all that apply):
  - K_CO and TL_CO/DL_CO
  - 6 minute walk
  - CPEX
- Results of cell differential on BAL Knowledge and experience:

Please rate your confidence - 1(not confident)-5(very confident):

- Knowledge of the Idiopathic Interstitial Pneumonias (as classified by ATS/ERS Consensus 2002 and updated 2013)?
- Diagnosing and treating IPF
- Diagnosing and treating less common Idiopathic Interstitial Pneumonias (Non-Specific Interstitial Pneumonitis, Cryptogenic Organising Pneumonia, Respiratory Bronchiolitis-
ILD etc)
o Diagnosing and treating Sarcoidosis
o Diagnosing and treating Hypersensitivity Pneumonitis

• Would you feel able to refer a patient for transplant consideration? [Y/N]

• Do you think the amount of ILD training you receive is sufficient to prepare you for the Specialty Certificate Exam? [Y/N]

• Would you find a BTS Short Course in Interstitial Lung Disease useful? [Y/N]